
Trayce Jackson-Davis (Indiana) 6’9” 245 Forward (Film 2/24/21 vs. Rutgers) 
Jackson-Davis showed his athleticism in this one early. Listed at 6’9” I thought he was even 
taller. His hair does make him look taller than he is so I would be interested in his actual height. 
He has long arms and is physically strong. Trayce had multiple plays where you could see how 
great of an athlete he is. One of the first plays of the game he caught a body on a dunk which 
he took off and was well above the rim for. He could play the four or the five in the NBA 
potentially.  
 
On offense Trayce scored all his points either at the foul line or in the paint. Early on he was 
aggressive, particularly on the offensive glass. Outworking the opponents for second chance 
opportunities. He was often used in the PnR as a roller to the basket to which he scored on a 
couple times. Trayce was a non-threat from the perimeter. He took a couple jump shots and 
seemed to have no confidence in either one as Rutgers barely defended him from the 
perimeter. He has not shot a single three all year and is 67% from the free throw line. I am not 
currently confident he will develop into much of a threat from the perimeter.  
 
Defensively, he did not have a single block but did alter many shots throughout the game. He 
had 3 steals which highlighted some of his disruptive abilities. He moved well out on PnR 
defense and think he is solid against guards. Jackson-Davis was walling most screens and 
dropped after about two slides, he did get split on one and gave up a couple lobs on two of 
them. I believe it was the help defenses job to do a better job tagging, but I do not know their 
principles. I do believe he moves well enough to be able to handle some quicker wings on the 
perimeter and not be a liability.  
 


